
Environmental intelligence. Simplified. 

WeatherBrain takes you from 
environmental measurement, 
to actionable intelligence, to 
confident decisions, as fast as 
you can load a webpage.

You need to make a critical business decision, but all you have 
is complex, unreliable data. What you need is something that 
takes that data, analyzes it, and provides you with actionable 
intelligence so you can make confident decisions.

What you need is WeatherBrain.

WeatherBrain is an intelligent decision support system. And it’s 
designed for people tasked with making critical decisions based 
on environmental factors. It takes the hassle and guesswork 
out of your environmental monitoring and delivers you the 
information you need to make the right decision at the right 
time.

WeatherBrain is customized to your needs. It provides you 
with intelligent indicators that alert you when environmental 

thresholds are reached so you can make confident decisions 
based on the most accurate, geo-relevant, and timely data 
available for your location.

And best of all, WeatherBrain is hassle-free. When you subscribe 
to WeatherBrain, we do all the hard work so you don’t have to.



Simple, actionable intelligence
Make confident decisions using the simplified 
indicators on your dashboard, or drill down for more 
comprehensive data when needed.

Instant reporting
With just a few clicks, generate reports that 
traditionally took hours to create.

Completely customizable 
WeatherBrain integrates seamlessly with existing 
networks, and can be configured to fit any purpose.

Highest quality data 
WeatherBrain collects data from Campbell Scientific 
Canada’s reliable network of rugged systems that 
provide the accurate data you need and can withstand 
the harshest environmental conditions.

Low monthly cost and hassle-free 
No hardware, installation, or maintenance costs 
throughout the life of your contract - just one low 
monthly fee to access your decision support data.

Environmental Decision 
Support Tailored to 
your Business Needs

Actionable indicators

The WeatherBrain dashboard is your source for intelligent 
decision support indicators.

Subscribe to WeatherBrain for your 
environmental decision support and start 
making more confident decisions today!

Learn more and try WeatherBrain for free at

weatherbrain.com
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